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BACKGROUND

Many organisations are seeking to optimise their processes to deliver more
functionality, faster AND at a lower cost. However, the objectives of faster delivery
and lower costs; may be in contention. Although an IT department might respond to
change requests quickly, as a result it will deliver annually less software at a
significantly higher cost per unit of functionality than if change requests were more
carefully considered and consolidated.
Since quantitative measurement of IT output (function points delivered) is frequently
not monitored, business sponsors are often unaware of the significant decrease in IT
cost effectiveness resulting from their decision to implement short sharp projects.
This article looks at an Australian organisation that, after reviewing the costs to
deliver functionality of their small projects, has evaluated the cost versus the
business value of ‘faster time to market’ and revised their delivery strategy to
optimise both cost effectiveness and speed of delivery.
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CASE STUDY

Over the last 2 years the organisation’s business sponsors had requested their
internal IT department be more responsive to external business needs and to deliver
updates to their software within 3 months of a change request being logged. These
updates were typically in the range of 10 - 40 function points. (Where 30 fps of
functional change would be equivalent to adding a new field to customer information,
changing the maintenance and reporting transactions on customer details to include
the new field). The business was pleased with the improved turn-around time but
the IT project teams noticed that these new micro projects consumed nearly all of
their resources so that the larger more strategic projects were being held back.
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In order to assess the true costs of this new approach to prioritising projects, the
organisation measured the output productivity of 50 enhancement projects over the
past 4 years. The they compared the productivity and cost per function point of
delivering functionality in larger projects (>250 fps), to delivering functionality in small
isolated projects (<50 fps). Their results are displayed in the graphs below and are
compared to the industry data, for the same development environment, from the
International Software Benchmarking Standards Group (ISBSG) (www.ISBSG.org).
The ISBSG reports productivity as “PDR” (Project Delivery Rate) in hours per
function point delivered. Therefore when interpreting the graph below you need to
remember that the lower the PDR the higher the productivity. i.e. The more
hours to deliver a function point of project functionality the less productive the project.

Figure 1: Projects – Project Size versus Hours per FP to Develop
The size of the 50 projects analysed varied 50 fold over the 4 year period measured.
The organisations data showed a strong correlation between PDR and project size.
As project size decreases, the PDR increases exponentially1. i.e. Their project
productivity and cost effectiveness decreased exponentially as project size
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(R =0.74)
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decreases. Smaller projects were costing 5 times more to deliver a function
point than if the changes were implemented as part of a larger project.
However they found that, once the project size reached around 300 fps (i.e. close to
the industry median project size of 314 fps) the PDRs achieved were consistently
within Industry median values (10 to 12 hours per fp).
This inverse relationship between Project size and PDR is not a phenomena
exhibited in the industry data which shows only slight productivity
improvement as projects move from 30 fps to 300 fps.
The organisation had been implementing process improvement initiatives, and
benchmarking their productivity gains, for the past 4 years. They had achieved
significant improvements up until they decided to implement smaller projects. In the
last 2 years 75% of their projects were smaller than 200 fps. They discovered that as
projects decreased in size the variance of their PDRs increased (up to 500% for
small projects of less than 50 fps). See Figure 2. This unpredictability had resulted in
their budget estimates for smaller projects being unreliable. Previously, using
functional size as input to their project estimates, they had been able to accurately
estimate the costs of larger projects within + 15%.
The wide variances in productivity exhibited by the small projects were also masking
any improvements that the project teams had been able to make to the development
process.

The analysis of the organisation’s data indicated that there was something unique
about their development process that had a negative impact on the productivity of
small projects. This was not found in comparable industry data. Further investigation
found that the rigor and resource overhead on their development processes had not
been customised for their micro projects. These were required to produce the
same detail of documentation and undergo the same rigorous system and regression
testing as projects that were 100 times larger.
The organisation has since worked with the business to review how projects are
prioritised and consolidated. Their development processes have been customised to
suit small projects so as to optimise their cost effectiveness.
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Figure 2: Projects – Productivity Variance decreases as Project Size ~ 220 fps
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SUMMARY

Whilst, the project teams had, over two years, been expressing an opinion that the
new way of working was inefficient, IT management and the business only reacted
when the fact of a 500% cost increase was proven and presented.
The organisation has now been able to satisfy both objectives of: faster turn-around
time of change requests and more cost effective software delivery, but they were only
able to identify and prove the problem by monitoring their project productivity.
They did this by measuring the functional size of every project and implementing a
formal process to track development effort. This highlights that the key to making
informed decisions is to have objective data i.e. “without measurement you are only
another person with an opinion”.
Does your organisation know what it is costing to develop a function point,
and are you more or less cost effective than industry? Perhaps you need to
think about implementing Measurement and Analysis processes within your IT
area to help contain your growing IT costs and to communicate effectively with
your business sponsors.
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